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Excerpt from a Book I’ll Never Write
Becca Cuellar
The first day, my name was ‘Oh God, I Wish I Had Met You Sooner.’
Together, we spent every moment engulfing ourselves on this idea of
happiness. Moments that I fail to recall how two particular individuals
had any chance of concealing the sound of their love for one another.
Luxuries in which I didn’t deserve because I explored constellations in
your eyes and didn’t have a single star in mine.
The next time, my name was ‘Please Don’t Go’ after you learned
that my mind is a child asking their father to check under their bed for
the monsters, but my monsters refused to go. My monsters have been
nicknamed Mental Illnesses and I think you began to notice those eight
letters are not an elixir for instant recovery.
Then my name was ‘Why Did We Even Meet’ when you became a
horrid crook of the soundness of every night when I befriended insomnia
after replaying the voicemails of your outcry declaring me ‘Too Hard To
Handle’ and ‘It’s Getting Old.’ It was then that I learned I am only a
chore.
At last, my name was ‘Don’t Ever Call Me Again’ after two years of
trial and error, and the happiness we once believed in was only a small
glimpse of hope, now shattered remains of inevitable destruction
originated by Yours Truly. I’ve begun to understand those who obsess
over the unknown abyss of stars and planets because I seem to know
more about that than I ever knew about you.
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Beauty is Only Skin Deep
Destiny Fay
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Jack and Jill: a Horror Story
Anonymous
One hot summer day, Jack and his sister Jill were playing hide and
seek in the woods. Jill was hiding in a very good spot. Jack called for Jill
several times and she didn’t answer. Starting to worry, Jack searched the
woods but couldn’t find his sister. After three hours, Jack ran into the
village screaming, “Help! Mom Dad! Jill is missing!”
The village people came out from their huts and followed Jack to his
house. The wives were in their aprons and men were in their hunting
clothes. When Jack reached his house, the whole village mobbed around
his hut. “Mom, Dad, I can’t find Jill! We were playing hide and seek and
I was...” he started to sob, “...trying to find her ….and...and she didn’t
answer me! I...I searched the woods for three hours! What are we going
to do?”
Jack went on for twenty minutes explaining where he searched.
Most of the villagers went home. They knew that this wasn’t the first
time a child went missing.
“Jack, relax,” his mother said, patting his back. “Your sister probably
fell asleep in a log or in a tree, I’m sure tomorrow she’ll come home.
She’ll be fine. The Helm’s boy, Alec, did the same thing. He fell asleep in
a cave, and the next morning he was fine and came home in one piece.”
Jack sat down in a chair and took some deep breaths. The next
morning, Jill came home. She told the family where she was, in a log
under a tall tree. She told her family that she was sorry for what she did.
Then she took and bath and did her farm work.
Later that afternoon, their mother asked Jack and Jill to go to the
hill and fetch a pail of water. Jack was holding the pail and Jill was
skipping and humming along. Jack asked, “Weren’t you scared?”
Jill looked at him confused. “Being alone in the woods?”
“Yeah, with the animals and all that could have happened! You
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could have been eaten by the big bad wolf!”
Jill giggled at what nonsense her brother was saying, “Jack, there’s
no big bad wolves in the woods, there’s only wolves. I fell asleep by the
music the woods were making. I felt safe. Nothing happened to me. If
something did, I wouldn’t be standing in front of you, silly brother!”
The siblings reached the well and Jack put the pail on the hook and
Jill lowered the pail. Jack was leaning over the edge of the wall.
“A little more,” he said to Jill, who had stopped turning the crank.
“Jill, a little more.” He stood up and looked over where Jill was standing.
Jill was now on the ground. Behind Jill was a wolf that had yellow eyes.
“JILL!!! WHAT DID YOU DO?!” Jack fell to the ground, and crawled to Jill’s
side. The wolf growled at Jack and ran off back into the woods. Jack
dragged Jill down the hill and yelling, “The wolf attacked Jill!! Someone
help!! Jill!! The wolf got her!! HELP!!!”
Everyone came to see what the screaming was about. Jill had died
in Jack’s arms. This has happened before. Alec, the Helm’s boy, was
attacked by a wolf right in front of his hut. Two victims that slept in his
woods, that became His dinner.
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What Will They Say?
Elizabeth Neer
People everyday are laughed at because of their size, shape, and
ability. They are criticized for not being good enough, for not trying
enough.
They say it helps them grow. But how are they growing. With a gun to
his head. a rope around her neck.
They say it's just life.
And if they pull the trigger or let go of the rope.
What will they say?
Will they say,
he wasn't the right size,
she had the wrong shape,
or that he didn't have the ability.
No, they’ll say say
how much they cared
how much they tried
and they’ll shed a tear.
For now they cannot taunt him for his body
or her effort
for now they are forever alone.
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Broken Creativity
McKyla Herman
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Mischief
Emily Yates
Mischief is an outcast in her society. Her pranks and tricks hardly harm
anybody, and if somebody is critically maimed or injured, she’ll attempt
to ‘pin the crime on the bystander.’ All the thoughts that race through
her mind like hyperactive dragonflies are mainly of all the types of pranks
and tricks that are to be unleashed upon the world like a pack of rabid
hounds. She dresses normally, so that nobody can identify her when a
crime worthy prank is committed. Her eyes always dart around,
attempting to play the target game in public. Once she finds the perfect
victim, she extends an invisible foot to give them a firsthand meeting
with the ground. While the others help the victim (or completely ignore
them), Mischief watches with grim pleasure for a moment, then she
melds into the crowd of cogs.

Just Listen
Alaisha Cobos
Listen to the winds, music, and the birds singing along. Listen to the
waves crashing as the sand makes them calm. Listen to the leaves from
the trees when they ride the breezes. Just Listen, take a deep breath,
and enjoy this moment. Don't think about tomorrow or what happened
yesterday. Just Listen and focus on today.
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In the Wind
Trenton Arias
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J
Anonymous
When her eyes meet mine for the first time in months, I see what
seemed like a sense of relief. It was like if she had to wait much longer,
she’d collapse onto the concrete. Her hair curls into bouncy springs that I
am so tempted to brush behind her ear. She smiles. I couldn’t help but
smile back, it was almost instinct. This greeting wasn’t what I expected,
however… she used to scream my name from down the hallway and run
into my arms even when it had been just hours since we last touched.
But now, months pass by and all I get is a smile.
To get my mind off of it, I say, “Hey, Beautiful.”
She returns the “hey,” and I walk in her house. As I stride behind her
with my food clutched in my hand, I smell her perfume. It was her, a
fragrance that screamed her name and drifted into my lungs like a gust of
summer air. It lingers in the room and makes my mind sing.
I follow her downstairs and into her room. I eye every corner and
see everything on her walls. It seems like a room that she’d belong in; it
suits her.
I wander her room and find, to my amazement, everything I’d ever
made for her. The rose made of clay, the letter I wrote ages ago, drawings
I forgot even existed that I apparently gave to her as a gift of love. I want
to cry. She thought about me, and all that time a thought I was nothing in
her eyes. After all we went through, she kept the only memories of me in
her room. Literally, right next to where she slept… was I the last thought
in her mind? The first? My mind raced and raced.
“You kept all of it?” I ask.
“Well yeah, they have sentimental value,” she says softly. Not a
whisper but not a statement…. a perfect meld of both.
I smile at her and sit on the ground. I try to eat even though I don’t
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even feel the slightest bit hungry. Unwrapping my sandwich I ask, “Want
some fries?”
“Umm, yeah” she giggles, “What kind of question is that?”
We both laugh and I hand her the fries. For a moment we see each
other. Eyes almost touching in each other’s presence. It’s like she sees
me for who I truly was for that moment. Like she read my mind and stole
something from me on a mental level. No one can do that… but
somehow she does, and it lasts almost as long as it started; a beat of a
butterfly’s wing.
I hear footsteps. Someone was coming. But who? I thought we
were alone. They pull back the makeshift door (a soft blanket), and it’s a
girl I don’t recognize. She walks over to the corner of the room, talking
to my love. Mumbling words to her about a topic I have no knowledge
of. I just sit in the corner, opening my ears to what they could possibly be
talking about.
It goes on like this for the majority of the time I’m there. They talk
and I listen, quietly, planning out scenarios in my head of how I should
join in the conversation. I’m successful a few times, just enough so they
remember I’m there, but other times I stop myself from even making a
sound.
She checks her phone. Eyeing it for a second and typing while
looking frustrated. I want to ask what’s wrong, but before I can she says,
“He won’t leave me alone! How many times do I have to say, ‘NO’?”
The unknown girl says a name I don’t even want to mention. He
had dated my love before, and the fact that he wanted her back made
my blood boil. It’s not that I’m jealous or anything, it’s just I thought she
was done with him, you know? Eh, you’re the reader. If you were me,
how would you feel?
She throws the phone to the unknown girl and says, “You got a
text.”
Just then I hear her name called from upstairs and she glides
through the curtain guarding the stairs. Why is she so perfect? She
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disappears, talking to the person who called her by her beautiful name,
and her words get muffled by the floor above and then vanishes. Just as
this happens I ask the stranger who she was.
“So, are you her friend from school or?”
“I’m her cousin,” she says smiling.
“Cool,” I say with a fake grin. It makes sense now. I’m a little more
comfortable at that moment.
***

All night long I sit in her room until she lures me upstairs and into
the garage. We all sit there, talking and listening to music. My love sings
along, knowing every word like they were written on the back of her
hands. Every lyric rolls off her tongue and into the air; she has an
amazing voice. It was like an angelic melody carried by the sunlight. Her
eyes were beaming, every song meant something to her. Every word
sung was an ounce of emotion, passion, from her mouth and into my
ears.
We see a car pull up in the driveway. It’s her mom (whom I’ve never
met before) and her sister. My love jumps up and helps unload the
groceries from the back. I help of course. We quickly get everything from
the hatch and place them on the kitchen floor. I smile feeling like I
accomplished something and then her mom says,
“Alright let’s go.”
“Come on!” my love says to me. Smiling so much, and I want to
smile with her, but I don’t. The moment’s gone. Like always.
We drive until we get to the store. “More groceries?” I thought to
myself.
We pull up and find a parking spot. We head inside and my love is
practically skipping in the door. Why was she so happy? I don’t care.
Seeing her like that makes my day brighter and makes me smile. We grab
a cart and start shopping. They look left and right for things that they
need, and we wander the aisles until we find something that we can
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make fun of.
“Can you come with me to get some water?” she says to me.
“Sure.”
We go into a miniature hallway full of things that haven’t gone on
the shelves yet. The bathrooms were to my left and a drinking fountain
was right in front of us. She basically floats over to the fountain and
takes a drink. When she was done I look at her. She looks back at me and
smiles
“What?” she says.
“Nothing.” I smile. “You’re just beautiful.”
She giggles and we walk out of the hallway to find the group. I have
a bounce in my step. She catches me staring and it was like she kissed
me without it ever happening. I mean, I know what it was like to kiss her,
we have before maybe once… or twice. That’s another story.
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The Gateway of Memories
Angelica Manuel Fernando
Through the dark you see the stars
They seem so close yet so far
As we look up they look down
We listen to the sounds
Of everything that is around
Who knew that silence could be so loud

Bringing back memories
That we don’t want to replace
As time fades away
When you look up into space

It feel like everything is in place
It is a big escape
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Unnamed
Zauranique Aguilar

Tomorrow
Alaisha Cobos
Tomorrow is a beautiful gift, a gift we can’t promise we’ll always get, a
gift that is so important but is not always appreciated, a gift that lets us
start over, a gift that lets us choose who we are gonna be. Don’t take this
gift for granted, live each and every day as your last because you don’t
know if you’ll get your next tomorrow.
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Why Basketball is Such a Great Sport
Manuel Puente
Basketball was first played in 1891 with peach baskets and no
dribbling. It combines physical attributes like height, strength, speed,
agility, power, and more. With the necessary skills like shooting,
dribbling, passing, and other basics.
Stephen Curry is the next Michael Jordan and more players that are
out there that you may not know about. Stephen Curry knows how to
shoot, how to dribble, how to play defense, and how to pass. He has
practiced his whole life to become great at this sport and he did. You
don’t need complicated equipment to play, all you need is a ball and a
hoop, not even pads. One of the last great things about basketball is
dunking the ball, it requires great agility and strength, maybe even
height. It sure does feel great when you jump up high enough and dunk
that ball, and the feeling of accomplishment after you did is just great.

Venom vs. Carnage
Isaac Coles
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Groot
Isaac Coles

Advice for Life
Anonymous
Aprecia todos y todo, porque no puedes prometer mañana.
(Appreciate everyone and everything, because you can’t promise
tomorrow.)
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It’s Not Easy Being a Princess, but If the
Crown Fits
Shelby Campbell
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Book Excerpt
Seabrina Lehmkuhl-Payne
Black, red, and orange flood my vision. My ears are full with a high
ringing and nothing at the same time. My lungs burn without oxygen. I
put my battered right arm next to me and free my left arm from the
weight of my body.
I look around, my braids falling over my shoulders. My skirts are
ripped and splattered with mud. Everything slowly comes into focus. The
cobble stone road reflects the fire set to the trees and buildings. Smoke
hits my senses. My eyes water and burn while the inside my nose stings.
I stand and everything spins. Hitting my knees, I kneel again. I brace
my hands flat on the ground and focus on breathing. The ringing stops
and is replaced with a slight breeze and the crackling of wood popping
apart in the fire.
Feeling ready I stand up another time. Only this time I didn't feel
dizzy. I look around and notice no one is around. I walk, slow and
cautious. The un-melted snow crunches beneath my boots.
The neigh of a horse behind me, sends a mix of fear and hope
rushing through my veins. I move the tattered cloak behind my
shoulders, my forearms exposes from the rips and tears on my long
sleeves. The dark material reminds me of blood dripping down the hide
of a deer when my father went hunting.
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Roads to Recovery
Autumn Henry
To the guys that drank till all the regrets faded away as did his common
sense.
To the girls that didn’t eat for a week because someone in her second
period class called her fat.
To the guys that can't handle social situations and let anxiety consume
their every thought.
To the girls that takes three different medications to stay sane.
To the guys that smoke till they forget the now.
To the people that have been abused by the dark demon that cast
shadow over any glimpse of light.
To the people that have been on a three day hold.
To the people that hate the reflection staring back at them.
To the girl that was touched by that one guy at that one party.
To the people who can't sit still let alone focus on one thing for a long
time.
To the people who have to wash their hands 200 times a day.
To the people that always hear “people have it worse just be happy”.
To the girls whose dad broke their heart before any boy could.
To the boys who workout everyday to never be that fat kid again.
To the best friend that lets guy use her just because she fails to see how
beautiful she is.
To the white girl that is always stereotyped and held to high
expectations.
To the black kid that is always seen as a criminal
To the Christian that is seen as uptight.
A windy road is ahead
signs telling you to stop
lights flashing for you to slow down
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people are going to be against your every move.
greenlights are ahead
go
live
and if u fail
U-turns are okay
reflect
love
take on one street at a time.
your road to recovery has started
remember,
we love you.

Furia
McKyla Herman
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